Session 199

Copyright meets Other Legal Matters: The thrust of technology into Contract Law and Competition Law

- Victoria Owen (University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada) 
  *Opening Remarks* - (slides non transmises)

- Harald Mueller (Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law, Library, Heidelberg, Germany) 
  *E-media and competition law - a new chapter for libraries* - (slides non transmises)

- Leslie Weir (University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada) 
  *Laws, licenses and library collections in the 21st century: perspectives from an academic library leader* - (slides non transmises)

- Tomas A. Lipinski (iSchool at the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, United States) 
  *The Incursion of Contract Law (Licensing) in the Library: Concerns, Challenges, Opportunities and Risks*

Session 212

Conversion of print to electronic – impact on resource sharing

- Adriana Popescu (Engineering Library, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, United States) and Douglas Mcgee (Engineering & Physical Sciences Libraries, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States) 
  *Assessing the shared usage of collaboratively acquired ebooks within the Borrow Direct network*

- Ertugrul Cimen (Library, MEF University, Istanbul, Turkey) and Sema Celikbas (Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey) and Ayhan Tuglu (Library, Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakif University, Istanbul, Turkey) and Zeki Celikbas (Istanbul Technical University, Istanbul, Turkey) 
  *New Module for Secure Electronic Resource Sharing in Turkey*

- James G. Neal (University Libraries/Information Services, Columbia University, New York, United States) 
  *The integrity of research is at risk: Capturing and preserving web sites and web documents and the implications for resource sharing*

- Jenny Raubenheimer (Unisa Library, University of South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa) 
  *Just in time Interlending - the ODL perspective*